Step 1

Attach Head

Thread a Round (D), 1 seed bead (B),1 SD (E), and 1 Seed Bead (B),
leaving a 4” tail of thread. Re-thread the Round (D), going in the same
direction. Pull both threads to tighten cluster.
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Step 2

Create Body

= Seed Bead (B)

Step 3

Reinforce Circuits

Moving in a clockwise motion, thread 2 seed beads (B), Circle back and pass through the Round (D), pulling to
2 DD beads (A) using the upper holes, and 2 additional tighten. Moving counter-clockwise re-thread the
seed beads (B), pull to tighten.
seed bead (B), SD (E), and Seed Bead (B).
Add 2 vseed beads, circle back through the Round (D).
Re-thread the lower circuit: in a clockwise motion,
pass through the seed beads, both DD beads (A), and
seed beads (B). Re-thread the round (D), and add
an additonal 2 seed beads (B).

Step 4

Add Tango Beads

Re-thread beads: B,E,B,B,B,D,B,B,A,A,
reinforcing the connections.
Add 4 seed beads, then re-enter DD bead (A), using
the lower hole. Add 1 seed bead (B), and add 2 Tango™
beads (C) using the upper holes of their pyramid
configuration. Add an additional seed bead (B),
and enter the DD bead (A), using it’s lower hole.

= Tango™ Bead (C)

Step 5

Add Seed Beads

Add 4 seed beads (B).
Re-thread A,A,B,B,B,B,A,B,C,C.
Add 2 seed beads (B), re-enter Tango™ beads (C)
through their lower holes. Add 2 seed beads (B).

Step 6

Finish Piece

Re-thread Tango™ bead’s (C) upper hole,
and tie a knot, then cut the excess thread,
and tuck the knot inside the Tango™ bead (C).
Attach needle to tail, and thread through
DD beads (A). Tie a knot, pull it through
DD beads (A), and cut. Tuck knot inside
DD bead (A). Using pliers, attach an open
jump ring (F) to SD bead (E).

= 4mm Round (D)

= SuperDuo (E)
= Open Jump Ring (F)

